Abstract-This correspondence studies robustness properties of the constant modulus (CM) criterion and the constant modulus algorithm (CMA) to the suboptimal but practical situation where the number of fractionally spaced equalizer coefficients is less than what is needed to remove all intersymbol interference (ISI). Hence, there necessarily exists an error in the equalized signal. Relationships between CM and mean squared error cost functions are established.
I. INTRODUCTION
The constant modulus (CM) criterion and its stochastic gradient descent [the constant modulus algorithm (CMA)] were originally proposed by Godard for QAM signals in [6] and developed independently by Treichler and Agee for FM signals in [11] . CMA resembles the least mean squares (LMS) algorithm in numerous ways without relying on a training signal; therefore, it has seen broad deployment as well as a rich body of (emerging) literature. For example, [4] and [9] show that fractionally spaced CMA exhibits global asymptotic convergence to a setting that is intersymbol interference (ISI) free under a set of conditions. This correspondence studies the robustness properties of fractionally spaced CMA and the CM criterion when all but one of these conditions is satisfied-the so-called length condition. We seek to establish robustness properties for the case where the finite number of fractionally spaced equalizer (FSE) coefficients is less than that needed to remove all the ISI. Hence, there necessarily exists an error in the equalized signal. When this so-called length condition is not satisfied, we describe the deformation of the CM error surface and relate it to the deformation of the mean square error (MSE) surface for multilevel, real, and complex signaling. The analysis presented here can be used with template channel models to guide FSE length selection. Earlier versions of this work can be found in [2] and [3] . In addition, see [10] for baud-spaced results when the length condition is not satisfied.
The sequel is organized as follows. Section II describes the fractionally spaced communication model and CM theory. Section III describes two analysis approaches that decompose the combined channel-equalizer into ISI-free and ISI-rich parts. Section IV uses these two approaches and establishes relationships between CM and MSE cost functions, and Section V contains concluding remarks. The notation follows the convention that vectors (matrices) are designated by lower (upper) case bold letters. (1) 3 denotes conjugation, (1) T denotes transposition, and (1) H denotes Hermitian transpose.
II. FRACTIONALLY SPACED CMA

A. Fractionally Spaced Communication System Model
The communication system considered is a baseband, linear model that samples the received signal at a fraction (1=L) of the baud interval T . We further assume that carrier and baud synchronization are accomplished independently of equalization; the channel is therefore modeled with a time-invariant finite impulse response (FIR) whose coefficients are contained in a length-Q T=L-spaced vector c = [c 0 c 1 1 1 1 c Q01 ] T . Similarly, the equalizer is described by a length-N T=L-spaced vector of coefficients f = [f0 f1 1 1 1 
The T -spaced combined channel-equalizer h = Cf is a length-P vector that maps the baud-spaced source sequence s(k) to the baudspaced equalizer output y(k) by defining the P 2 N matrix C as a 
1053-587X/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE assumes that the baud instances are coincident with channel coefficients c1; c3; 11 1; cQ01. The matrix C is referred to as the channel convolution matrix associated with channel vector c.
B. Constant Modulus Criterion
The constant modulus (CM) cost function for dispersion of order p = 2 in [6] is expressed as
where y(k) are the FSE output samples that are coincident with symbol instances, and is the CM dispersion constant (or Godard radius) defined as = Efjs(k)j 4 g=Efjs(k)j 2 g.
The constant modulus algorithm (CMA) is the stochastic, gradient search rule that descends this cost surface by updating the FSE coefficients (at baud instances) according to
where is a small, positive, tunable step size, and r(k) = T is a regressor vector of received samples. It is shown in [4] and [9] that under a set of conditions, adapting a FSE using CMA in (3) exhibits global asymptotic convergence to an ISI-free setting; i.e., the asymptotic, combined channel-equalizer response is on average h = e , where e represents a pure delay and, therefore, contains a single nonzero coefficient of unit value in its ( + 1)st position. The equalizer is said to achieve perfect equalization. The conditions to achieve perfect equalization include a requirement that the equalizer length be sufficiently long, i.e., essentially matching the time span of the channel impulse response. In this perfect case, the global minima settings of the CM cost function equal (within a phase shift) the Wiener or zero-forcing solutions f y = (C H C) 01 C H e that minimize the MSE cost function for all possible choices of (including polarity). We will use this equivalence between the CM minima and Wiener settings to study the deformation of the CM error surface and its relationship to the MSE surface when the number of FSE coefficients is less than that needed to achieve perfect equalization. Our analysis approaches decompose the combined channel-equalizer response (for a FSE that does not satisfy the length constraint) into a part that achieves perfect equalization and one that contributes ISI.
III. ALGEBRAIC ANALYSIS APPROACHES
A. Channel Perturbation
The first approach taken in addressing the robustness of a CM receiver to under modeling is to consider those channel coefficients that are outside the time span of the FSE as channel perturbations in order to study the CM cost incurred from these perturbation Further, let C m , C p , and C be the convolution matrices associated with vectors cm, cp, and c, respectively (see Section II-A). The combined channel equalizer can be written as
By choosing f as a Wiener setting for channel cm, which achieves perfect equalization, vector hm = Cmf contributes no error to the equalized signal. Vector h p = C p f, however, is the effect of channel perturbations outside the FSE time span and contributes error to the equalized signal.
B. Equalizer Truncation
A related approach to that above is to consider the effect of discarding equalizer coefficients from the ISI-free setting. With a few new definitions, the combined channel-equalizer response can be decomposed into a term that achieves perfect equalization and one that contributes ISI due to violation of the length condition, as in (5).
T be an ISI-free setting for channel c, which is of sufficient length to achieve perfect equalization. Define 
The combined channel-equalizer response for the truncated equalizer f t can be written as
The vector hm is redefined from the approach in Section III-A as hm = Cf y , and this vector is still ISI-free. Similarly, vector hp is redefined from the previous section as h p = Cf, and it contributes ISI to the combined channel-equalizer h.
Our goal is to determine the effect of hp in (5) and (7) on the CM cost function by exploiting the fact that h m in (5) and (7) are ISI-free. Recognize that neither f nor f t are length-constrained CM minima for channel c. Thus, f or ft can serve as an upper bound in a performance sense for the optimal solution of any cost function. We will compare the CM and MSE cost functions.
IV. UNDERMODELED CM AND MSE COST FUNCTIONS
Using the approaches from Section III, the combined channel- 
where is an arbitrary phase shift due to the CM criterion's phase insensitivity.
[Observe that y and ye j give the same CM cost in (2) .]
Similarly, define p i as the coefficients of vector h p or p i 2 h p . Note that p = 0 by construction for the channel perturbation approach described in Section III-A, as long as N is the minimum length that achieves perfect equalization for the length-M channel c m .
In general, however, p 6 = 0 for the equalizer truncation approach described in Section III-B. We next describe the effect of the pi on the CM cost function by using (8) s is the source variance. This analysis is written out for PAM signaling, and the result for QAM signaling is then presented without derivation but follows in an analogous manner to the PAM derivation.
A. Deformation of CM Cost Function
The CM cost function for a white, equiprobable PAM source sequence can be expanded from the form in (2) and written in terms of the combined channel-equalizer response as (see [7] or [8] 
We will use the relation hi = mi + pi and set = 0 in (8) to reflect a real signal source and real signal processing at the receiver. Hence, m i = 1 for i = and m i = 0 8i 6 = .
1 Consider three terms of (9) separately. The second central moment can be written as 
In addiiton, for the double sum in (9) (13) 1 The case where = (or m = 01) is shown to be equivalent in [1] . Observe that (13) and (14) are grouped according to powers of the perturbation elements pi, and each contains quadratic, cubic, and quartic contributions. We next perform a similar analysis on the MSE cost function and relate (13) and (14) to the MSE cost incurred due to under modeling.
B. Relation to MSE
In order to compare the deformations of the CM and MSE cost functions due to an under-modeled FSE, the MSE cost function for a white, zero-mean, equiprobable source sequence is expressed as (14); when the p i are small (for example, from small equalizer coefficients, which are neglected (see Section III-A) or from small channel perturbations outside the FSE time span (see Section III-B), the cubic and quartic contributions of (13) and (14) are negligible, and the quadratic terms dominate. In this case, the CM cost incurred is approximately a scaled version of the MSE cost incurred. Defining g as the kurtosis of a Gaussian source distribution (which equals 3 for real signaling and 2 for complex signaling), this relation between the deformations in the CM and MSE cost functions is expressed as
In this case, the MSE of the under-modeled CM receiver may be approximately upper bounded by (2 2 s ( g 0 s )) 01 1 1J CM , where 1JCM is calculated according to (13) or (14). Fig. 1 uses the T =2-spaced, microwave channel model designated as channel 3 of the SPIB database at http://spib.rice.edu with 16-QAM signaling. The top plot is the channel impulse response magnitudes. The middle plot corresponds to the channel perturbation approach described in Section III-A, whereas the lower plot corresponds to the equalizer truncation approach described in Section III-B. The solid line in these plots is (2 2 s ( g 0 s )) 01 11J CM , and the dotted line is the MSE in (16) both versus FSE length. The line of constant MSE is a threshold for which CMA is transferred to a decision directed (DD) algorithm, which corresponds to a symbol error rate between 10 -1 and 10 -2 for 16-QAM. Observe that far fewer FSE coefficients are needed to reach this threshold than are needed for perfect equalization. For both analysis approaches, the dashed and dotted lines become inseparable when they are less than this threshold. Results for other database channels look similar. This behavior suggests a small deformation in both error surfaces due to under modeling so that the CM minimum stays in a tight neighborhood of the Wiener solution. In each of these plots, the system delay chosen is the one that minimizes the MSE.
C. System Delay Dependence
It is well established that the system delay in the combined channel-equalizer can influence MSE performance with variations of several orders of magnitude being typical. We now study the effects of system delay on the CM cost function by describing the relative depth between CM local minima associated with different system delays and approximating these local minima settings for the specific case of BPSK signaling.
1) Relative Depth of CM Local Minima:
For the equalizer truncation approach in Section III-B, the coefficient p is, in general, nonzero. Notice that (13) and (14) are grouped according to the power of the p i and that the cubic contributions are proportional to p . This proportionality can be interpreted as indicating the relative depth between CM local minima. For example, when the p i are, in general, small and the quadratic contributions are similar for different system delays, it is the differences in the cubic contributions, which are proportional to p , that determine the relative CM and MSE costs for these different delays. This observation may influence equalizer initialization strategies that attempt to start adaptation in the region of convergence of a desirable local minima.
2) Proximity of CM and MSE Local Minima as a Function of :
Since the CM cost function depends on the fourth-order moment of the equalizer vector, in general, there does not exist a closed-form expression for the CM local minima settings. By approximating the CM cost function with a second-order Taylor series expanded about the length-constrained Wiener settings, a closed-form estimate of the CM local minima can be found. This estimate is of the form of the original length-constrained Wiener setting plus a "perturbation" vector. We use this result to infer performance of the CM local minima for the various system delays.
For noiseless BPSK signaling, the gradient vector of the true CM cost function is the length-M vector whose ith element is @J CM =@f i and is calculated in [8] -versus system delay, and the bottom plot shows versus system delay. Results for other database channels look similar. This figure suggests that there exist CM local minima in closer proximity to the better Wiener settings than the worse ones. It also suggests that these better CM local minima exist within a small neighborhood of the better Wiener settings.
V. CONCLUSION
This correspondence has examined the robustness properties of the fractionally spaced CM criterion to the practical situation where the equalizer length is shorter than that needed to remove all the ISI. Relationships between CM and MSE receivers have been established and evaluated using empirically derived channel models. Our results suggest that there exist CM local minima in close proximity to those MSE local minima that correspond to better-performing system delays. The analysis presented here can be evaluated with template channel models and used in establishing design guidelines for FSE length selection. Our results can be combined with [5] , which approximates stochastic jitter of CMA to demonstrate that a longer FSE does not necessarily outperform a shorter FSE (see [3] ).
